
Math 445 Geometry for Teachers Winter 2007
Handout #1: Syllabus

Professor: John M. Lee
Padelford C-546, 206-543-1735
lee@math.washington.edu

TA: Ariana Dundon
Padelford C-132
adundon@math.washington.edu

Classes: MWF 10:30–11:20
Bloedel 286

Web site: www.math.washington.edu/˜lee/Courses/445-2007
(or from the Math Department home page,
Undergraduate Program → Class Web Pages → Math 445)

Textbooks: These are on reserve in the Math Research Library (PDL C-306).
Gerard A. Venema, The Foundations of Geometry, Pearson Prentice Hall, 2005
Dana Densmore (ed.), Euclid’s Elements, Green Lion Press, 2002
Harold Jacobs, Geometry: Seeing, Doing, Understanding, W. H. Freeman, 2003

Software: Sometime during the quarter, I’ll probably assign one or more projects with Geometer’s
Sketchpad, a powerful dynamic geometry visualization sofware package. This software is
available on the computers in the Math Sciences Computing Center, Communications
B-022. If you prefer to run it on your own computer, the Student Edition is available
at the University Bookstore for about $40.

Prerequisites: Grade of 2.0 or higher in Math 444.

Exams: Midterm: to be announced
Final: Monday, March 12, 8:30–10:20am, Bloedel 286

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This is the continuation of Math 444. It is designed for people who expect to be teaching geometry at the
high school or middle school level, but it can be useful for many others as well.

The version of Math 444 that I taught this fall was somewhat different from the course that has been taught
in the past. If you took Math 444 before Fall 2006, you might find it a bit hard to adjust to this new way of
looking at geometry. Schedule a time to talk with me about your background, and to get some suggestion
for extra reading that you can do to catch up.

REQUIREMENTS

The course requirements will be essentially the same as they were for Math 444 in the fall.

Reading

Most weeks, you’ll be given a reading assignment from one or more of the three required books. These will
usually correspond to the material that will be discussed in the upcoming classes. I will expect you to read
through the assignment quickly before the relevant classes, and then to reread it carefully after it is covered
in class. There will also be a few handouts to read during the course of the quarter. All reading assignments
are required.



Classes

Although I won’t officially take attendance, I expect you to attend all classes. In addition to conducting
lectures, discussions, and practice exercises designed to clarify the reading and prepare you for the homework,
I will also be introducing new concepts that are not covered in either the textbooks or the handouts. If you
will miss a class for a religious holiday, let me know in advance and I’ll arrange to get you a summary of
lecture and any materials that you missed. If you must miss a class for some other unavoidable reason, it’s
your responsibility to find someone who takes careful and complete notes, and arrange to get a copy of them.

Reading Reports

Each week, you’re required to submit a short reading report to the EPost discussion group for this course.
(Follow the link on the class web page.) Your report must include at least two paragraphs:

• Briefly describe the most important idea(s) in this week’s reading assignment, in your judgment.

• List one or two questions that the reading raised in your mind.

Your questions might address such issues as why something is defined the way it is, how a given concept
might be of use, something you’d like to learn more about, how one might present it in a high school class,
or something that made you feel “stuck.” You may respond (respectfully!) to other students’ postings if you
wish. In these reports, there is no such thing as a stupid qustion!

Your report may also include any other comments or questions you’d like to raise concerning the course,
including the lectures, classwork, reading, homework, or exams. If you wish to write about specific homework
problems, please confine your comments to general questions and suggestions about how to get started.

The due date for each reading report will be announced with the homework assignment. Part of your grade
will be based on the reading reports. (The only thing that will be graded is whether you’ve submitted them;
as long as you make a good-faith effort to include the two items mentioned above, the content of your reports
won’t affect your grade.) You may skip at most two weeks to get full credit.

Homework Assignments

Each week, there will be a written homework assignment to turn in for a grade. Most assignments will be
posted on Wednesday and due the following Wednesday. Late homework will not be accepted except in
extraordinary circumstances and with advance permission.

I encourage you to work in groups on the homework problems (it’s usually the best and fastest way to learn).
However, when you write up your solutions to hand in, you must write your own solutions in your own
words, and you must list the names of anyone you collaborated with.

Writing Portfolios

Some of your written homework problems will be designated as “Portfolio Problems,” usually after they’ve
been graded and returned to you. You’ll revise and rewrite the solutions to the portfolio problems, often
with feedback from other members of the class, the TA, and/or me. After a couple of rounds of revision,
you’ll coming up with a single final version to keep in your portfolio. At the end of the quarter, you’ll turn
in a completed writing portfolio for a grade.

GRADES

Your grade will be based on a weighted average of the following scores.
30% Homework assignments
5% Reading reports

15% Writing portfolio
20% Midterm exam
30% Final exam

Individual homework scores will be recorded as percentages, and the lowest homework score will be dropped
before averaging the rest.


